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What may be the largest public art project in
Aspen/Snowmass history is set to roll beginning
Friday, literally. 

Portraits of Hope a national non-profit art and
social service program founded by brothers Ed
Massey and Bernie Massey, will transform the
entire fleet of emergency vehicles in the upper
Roaring Fork Valley with colorful flower murals
hand-painted this winter and spring by some
2,000 children and adults, half of whom are
children who participated through local schools
and social service organizations.

The bold designs will be on display for a five-
month exhibition on the vehicles of the Aspen

Volunteer Fire Department, Snowmass-Wildcat Fire Protection District, Aspen Ambulance District, and
Mountain Rescue Aspen. These frontline fleet vehicles will serve as mobile canvases for the Portraits of
Hope project, which works nationally and internationally to integrate civic education and engagement,
creative therapy, and the visual arts, providing youngsters and adults with an opportunity to collaborate on
high-profile public projects. This historic endeavor is Portraits of Hope’s debut in Colorado and the first
time anyone, anywhere, has transformed operational emergency rescue vehicles into public art.

The project, which will make over 38 vehicles into a collective work of art, is the culmination of the efforts
of nearly 2,000 children in schools, hospitals, and social service programs — and more than 250 adult
volunteers, including parents, firefighters, rescue personnel, and civic-minded members from local
communities. These citizens have participated in the initiative’s program activities, which included the
painting of the art panels that will be installed on the sides of the vehicles. Each rig will have a unique
pattern and palette, designed specifically for that emergency vehicle.

For five months preceding the installation, Portraits of Hope engaged children and adults in civic leadership
education and creative therapy sessions serving youth in the Roaring Fork Valley, Denver, and Los
Angeles. Participating local organizations include: Aspen Middle School, Aspen Community School,
Carbondale Community School, Aspen Elementary School, Glenwood Springs High School, Extreme
Sports Camp, Challenge Aspen, The Buddy Program, Pathfinders for Cancer, and Ready for the World
Program. These groups all joined other hospital, school, and social service programs in Denver and Los
Angeles, including the Braille Institute, Children’s Hospital Colorado, Denver Medical Health Center,
Denver Protective Child Services, Shriners Hospital for Children, and Pacific Point Academy, among
others.

 Throughout its 15-year history, Portraits of Hope has involved more than 90,000 children and adults in
huge civic collaborations — in the U.S. and abroad — that have visually transformed everything from
blimps, planes, buildings, and the New York City taxi fleet to tugboats, racecars, and L.A’s coastal
lifeguard towers, and by working with organizations from NASA to NASCAR.

The flower, which covers the panels of this and other Portraits of Hope projects, is a universal symbol of
joy, life, youth, beauty, renewal, and the environment. Geometric shapes are also core design elements for
the program — as the young participants will be responsible for “shaping the future.”



Many children and adults involved in the project have experienced a variety of medical and physical
challenges. To meet the individual needs of children and adults with disabilities, Portraits of Hope
developed specialized painting brushes and techniques including telescope paint brushes for those in wheel
chairs or attached to IVs, the Shoe Brush ™ for individuals unable to manipulate a brush with their hands,
and fruit-flavored mouth brushes for kids and adults with limited movement in their limbs. For persons
visually impaired, Portraits of Hope utilized special textured paints.

Installation for the Aspen/Snowmass project will take about two weeks to complete (June 7-20).
Professional installers will be mounting the painted panels vehicle by vehicle. Portraits of Hope is currently
seeking teen and adult volunteers to sign names of participants on the vehicles and to help make the
installation and exhibition phases as efficient as possible. Volunteer opportunities are available morning
through evening. It is also possible for an individual, family, or business to sponsor a vehicle.

To reserve a volunteer shift, or to obtain sponsorship info, contact Kristen at 310-474-5141 or
poh@portraitsofhope.org.    
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